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the novel, kuruthipunal, is the second part to the novel, perumal murugan. in this part, the writer tells the
story of a young teacher who tries to fight against the atrocities the political power in tamilnadu (anna). he
also explores the problems that the rural women face in the society. he also depicts the romance between
the teacher and the woman in the story. adithi is a famous historical novel written by famous tamil author,
madhan. the famous novel adithi has been written based on historical facts and events that had happened

during the downfall of the emperor, rajendra. the novel revolves around the life of a warrior who was against
the era of indian emperor, rajendra. this is a very famous historical novel written by tamil author

gnanakumar. this historical book is about the prominent king from the chola dynasty of tamil nadu. people
usually read this novel when they are studying the history of india. the book is only published in tamil and
tamil version of the book is very popular. aruva is a historical novel written by famous tamil writer sarath
chandra varadarajan. the story of the novel is about the life of tamil writer sirivelu. the novel is written in

tamil and this novel is interesting for all, especially for the young generation. it is a romantic story based on
the life of a great writer. this novel is written by tamil writer krishna murari and it is an ancient historical

novel. the story revolves around the life of mahamaham. the novel is beautiful and it is also a top seller of
all tamil novels. during the mughal period, there was a lot of war between mughals and marathas. this novel

has been written by tamil writer u. r. ananthamurthy. it is a historical novel which has been written about
one of the maratha king. “periyapuranam” in tamil means “the holy book”.
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love is the ever-lasting theme of life for all people. even after receiving the goal of leaving the world, the
people always find it difficult to leave their love, god and their lives partner. here these people are in their

own life when in their life they do not feel themselves incomplete without their life partner. they have a
situation of loving each other for longer time. this is the situation that they take for their life. they accept to
use the tough path of love and want to take their love as a way to make them comfortable and happy for
their life. this book is compiled by renowned tamil novelist, translator, author and short story writer velu

annan. the book is named as aadhalen kadhalithal. aadhalen kadhalithal is an erotic romantic novel that is
not your average love story. its about the struggle of an idealist woman. the protagonist is a girl who

sacrifices everything for her dreams. apart from the protagonist, the novel has 50 pages of technical sex
scenes and well-written dialogues. enjoy the tamil novel pdf for free download. this book is authored by

tamilarasi haricharan an evergreen novelist and writer. it contains brief of the life story of vishveswara iyer,
who contributed to the indian independence movement. it is a biography of the first cpi leader and the best

judge in the independence movement in the mysore state. the book is an authorized biography, and it
covers the life of vishveswara iyer as well as the political and legal developments of the period. this is a
must read for those who have a passion for politics and history. tamilarasa thirumandhur has written a

famous novel in sanskrit language. it has won several prestigious awards for its astoundingly beautiful story.
the story revolves around a very talented and intelligent girl, priya, and her love life with the most beautiful
scholar in his own field, chandragupta. the story unfolds mainly in india, during the 4th century bc, and it is
published as the tamil novel vr, and it has been translated into many languages, including english, german

and japanese. 5ec8ef588b
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